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More than 40 years after the Texas Southern University professor researched the first environmental justice case, communities of color still face an uphill battle
claiming their right to clean air and

acts n t wright for
Anyone who has ever read St. John’s gospel probably recalls that the gospel has some beautiful statements about love. What I found so exciting about N.T. Wright’s
reflections on love in his book

robert bullard isn’t done yet
Officials said Huntington Beach's HOPE program is meant to supplement the efforts of homeless liaison officers and expand access to mental health care

st. john’s vision of love
Fine artist Makoto Fujimura is undoubtedly such a figure. While his stunning work has captivated countless people around the world, the way he has lived out his
vocation far exceeds the bounds of his

calif. city to launch emt, counselor team to respond to mental health calls
The first thing the jury was shown in the trial of police officer Derek Chauvin was the full video of George Floyds slow death on the side of that unremarkable suburban
Minneapolis road last year.

makoto fujimura sings with god, carries his cross, and awaits the new creation
The first monthly budget surplus since the start of the pandemic points towards a stronger bottom line for Treasurer Josh Frydenberg.

stakes couldn’t be higher in george floyd case
Top executives, policy makers and investors are gathering this week for the two-day Bloomberg Green Summit. The virtual event focuses on the core issues of climate
change. The conference kicked off

australia’s budget in surplus for one month only, thanks to record tax haul
This is simply is not the time to eliminate what little patient protections that proponents themselves included in the End of Life Option Act – the lack of safeguards will
do more harm to patients

climate deniers are changing their strategy: green summit update
Victorians who had waited weeks to get coronavirus jabs at general practices have walked straight into mass vaccination clinics, with smaller than expected crowds
present on their first day of

california shouldn’t scrap ‘safeguards’ in end of life options act
A leaked company email that followed sparked concern as the global communications platform considers a change to its hate speech policy. Early in February this year,
Jewish Voice for Peace and 50

‘couldn’t be happier’: brett sutton gets jab as mass vaccination centres open
Litigation and public policy boutique Boyden Gray & Associates PLLC on Wednesday published a letter to Coca-Cola's new general counsel, on behalf of the Project on
Fair Representation, warning that

“zionist” isn’t hate speech
The business reckoning inspired by George Floyd’s killing is far from over. Since Floyd died under the knee of former police officer Chauvin on May 25, more than 80
companies in the S&P 100 have
floyd killing forces u.s. business to examine its record on race
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